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Plate-1
Squatter settlement in Kolkata

Plate-2
Slum settlement in Kolkata
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Population I Settlement
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Population II settlement
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Population III settlement

Plate-6
Where the squatters meet the slums in Kolkata
Plate-7
Household works are predominantly feminine job among these urban marginals

Plate-8
A family in the Control Group
Plate-9
Children engaged in scrap-picking in a potentially hazardous condition

Plate-10
Scrap-sorting activity in the Control Group
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Piling of collected scraps

Plate-12
A small workshop in the settlement of the Programme Group
Evicted families of Population II resettled on the potentially dangerous site

Children in the Control Group playing in dirt beside the main thoroughfare
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Children playing in the Control Group
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A child playing in the Programme Group
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Children playing in the programme Group

Plate-18
Where the children's play co-exist with the child labour
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Children working in the Control Group

Plate-20
Children working along with the adults in the Control Group